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It is well known that if Q is a domain of holomorphy in Cn then
it is a Cousin I domain; it is also a Cousin II domain if and only if
Ü2(Q, Z) =0. In this work we prove that some general classes of domains which are not domains of holomorphy are both Cousin I and
Cousin II domains. Recall that Ö is Cousin I (II) if and only if
fl^O, 0)=O (iT^O, 0*)=0) where 0 is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions under addition and 0* is the sheaf of germs of
nowhere-zero holomorphic functions under multiplication. If JET1(S2, Z)
= 0 then «0 Cousin II" implies "Q Cousin I* and if fP(Qf Z) = 0 then
"Q Cousin r implies «0 Cousin II.»
In what follows we take n^3 since, for n = 2, Q is Cousin I if and
only if Q is a domain of holomorphy [l].
DEFINITIONS. An open relatively compact set A in a complex manifold X is called q-convex if A = {z; zÇzAo, <f>(z) <0} where A0 is a
neighborhood of A, <j> is twice continuously differentiable in AQ,
grad ^ ^ O o n ô i , and the Levi form on dA has at least w — q + 1 positive eigenvalues. If A and 5 are g-convex, BC.A, and if there exists
a function <£(s, /) ( z G i 0 , O^t^l) twice continuously differentiable in
z such that the sets Dt= {z; zÇiAo, <t>(z, t) <0} are ^-convex and lie in
A o and Do = A, Di = B, then we say that -4 and B are q-convex homotopic. Example: if A, B are strictly convex then they are 1-convex
homotopic.
Let Ku L\ be open convex sets in the Si-plane, 0£Li, LiQKi, and
s e t ^ i = i£i\Zi. Let K'=K2X • • • XKn, L' = L2X • • • XLn be open
convex generalized poly discs (Kj9 Lj lie in the Sy-plane) with 0 £ L ' ,
Z' C-K7- All the previous sets are taken to be bounded. Set Go = A\ XK'9
GI=Ü:IX(Ü:'\Z'),
LEMMA

G=GJÜGI.

1. G is both Cousin I and Cousin II.

The proof that G is Cousin I is a straightforward generalization of
the proof of [7, Hilfsatz]. Thus, it remains to show that H2(G, Z) = 0.
LEMMA

2. Hr(G, Z)=Qfor

0<r^2n.
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